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Chaotic enhancement of hydrogen-atom excitation in magnetic and microwave fields
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We numerically investigate multiphoton ionization of excited hydrogen atoms in magnetic and microwave
fields when up toNI5600 photons are required for ionization. The analytical estimates for the quantum
localization length in the classically chaotic regime are in agreement with numerical data. The excitation is
much stronger than the case with microwave field only due to the chaotic structure of eigenstates in a magnetic
field. @S1050-2947~97!03710-4#

PACS number~s!: 32.80.Rm, 36.10.2k, 05.45.1b
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In 1982 Shushkov and Flambaum@1# discussed the effec
of weak interaction enhancement due to a complex struc
of ergodic eigenfunctions in nuclei. The basic idea of t
effect is that in complex systems an eigenfunction, rep
sented in some basis, has a large numberM of randomly
fluctuating components so that their typical value is 1/AM .
Because of this, the matrix elements for interparticle inter
tion areVint;1/AM , while the distance between mixed le
els is DE;1/M . As a result, according to the perturbatio
theory, the admixture factorh is strongly enhanced
h;Vint /DE;AM as compared to the case in which eige
functions have only a few components (M;1). This effect
was investigated and confirmed in experiments with we
interaction enhancement for scattering of polarized neutr
on nuclei@1#. Recently, a similar effect of interparticle inte
action enhancement was discussed for two interacting
ticles in disordered solid-state systems@2#. Here a short-
range interaction produces a strong enhancement of
localization length leading to a qualitative change of physi
properties. This shows that the effect is quite general and
take place in different systems.

In this paper we investigate the possibility of similar e
hancement in atomic physics for atoms interacting with el
tromagnetic fields. Such a process becomes especially i
esting for highly excited atoms~hydrogen or Rydberg atoms!
in microwave fields where absorption of many photons
necessary in order to ionize electrons. Until now this pro
lem was studied only in the case in which the electron
namics, in the absence of microwave field, is integrable@3#.
In this case strong ionization is possible due to the onse
chaos at sufficiently strong field intensity. As it is know
above the classical chaos border ionization proceeds
diffusive way and quantum interference effects can lead
localization of this diffusion and thus suppress ionization

*Also at Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, 630090 Novo
birsk, Russia.
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A quite different situation, which was never studied eith
numerically or experimentally, appears when the electro
motion in the atom is already chaotic in the absence o
microwave field. An interesting example of such a situati
is a hydrogen atom in a strong static magnetic field. T
properties of such atoms have been studied extensively in
past decade@4,5# and it has been shown that the eigenfun
tions are chaotic and several properties of the system ca
described by random matrix theory. Thus one can expect
the interaction of such an atom with a microwave field w
be strongly enhanced so that the localization length will
come much larger than the corresponding one in the abs
of magnetic fields. As a result, the quantum delocalizat
border, which determines the ionization threshold, will
strongly decreased.

The investigation of classical dynamics and some preli
nary estimates for the quantum localization length in suc
case have been given in a recent paper@6#. Here we discuss
the quantum dynamics and present the results of nume
simulations that confirm the chaotic enhancement of qu
tum excitation as compared to the case without a magn
field. Our studies also show a number of interesting featu
that arise in this model in the adiabatic regime when
microwave frequency is much smaller than the Kepler f
quency.

We consider the case in which the electric and magn
fields are parallel. In this case the magnetic quantum num
m is an exact integral of motion and here we setm50. The
Hamiltonian is
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Az21r2
1ezcos~vt !, ~1!

where vL5B/c5B(T)/B0 is the cyclotron frequency
B052.353105T, ande andv are the field strength and fre
quency, respectively~atomic units are used!. As it is known
@4,5#, in the absence of a microwave field, the classical m
tion becomes chaotic forvLn0

3*1 and no visible islands o
-
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stability are present forvLn0
3'9. ForvLn0

353 some islands
of stability exist, but their size is small.

The turn on of microwave field leads to diffusive ener
growth with a classical diffusion rate per unit tim
DB5(DE)2/Dt. The dependence ofDB on parameterse,v
has been found in @6#: DB /D0'x1v0

2 (v0!1),
DB /D0'x2 /v0

4/3 (v0@1), wherev05vn0
3, D05e2n0/2 is

the diffusion rate in the chaotic regime forB50 andv051,
andx1 ,x2 are two constants, weakly dependent on the m
netic field ~numerically, x1'18, x2'2 at vLn0

359.2 and
x1'25, x2'1 at vLn0

353). The above estimates forDB

give the asymptotic behavior of the diffusion rate for ve
small and very largev0, while the actual values ofDB were
determined from numerical simulations of the classical pr
lem.

In the quantum case the interference effects can lea
localization of this diffusion@6,7#. The localization length
measured in the number of photonsl B is proportional to the
one-photon transition rateG and to the density of statesrB
coupled by these transitions@8#: l B;GrB . The transition
rate G can be derived from the classical diffusion ra
G'DB /v2. We recall that for the caseB50 the localization
length l f at v051 is l f53.3e0

2n0
2;D0n0

6r0 @7#, where
r05n0

3 is the density of states ande05en0
4. Due to Coulomb

degeneracy and the existence of an additional approxim
integral of motion@7#, the densityr0 is n0 times smaller than
the number of levels in one unit energy interval. As a res
@6#,

l B5l f

DB

D0v0
2

rB

r0
, ~2!

where it is assumed thatl B.1 andvrB.1. According to
our quantum data,rB /r0'n0 /vLn0

3 for vLn0
3.1. More ex-

actly, rB /r050.34n0 ~for vLn0
353, n0560) and

rB /r050.14n0 ~for vLn0
359.2, n0560). The dependenc

rB;1/vL is due to the oscillatory-type behavior in ther
direction in Eq. ~1!. The number of photons required fo
ionization is NI5n0/2v0 and therefore forl B!NI eigen-
functions are exponentially localized in the number of ph
tonsNf , namely,cN;exp(2uNfu/l B).

The value of the localization lengthl B is strongly en-
hanced compared to the lengthl fv53.3e0

2n0
2/v0

10/3 at B50
and v0.1. The enhancement factorl B /l fv'x2rB /r0

'x2n0 /vLn0
3@1 is proportional to the initially excited stat

n0. In fact, in the presence of a magnetic field there is
additional integral of motion@7# and the number of compo
nents in the eigenfunctions is increased by a fac
M5rB /r0. As a result, the admixture factorh is also en-
hanced, namely,h2;M , similarly to the enhancement of th
localization length in disordered solid-state models with t
particles@2# (l B /l fv;h2;M ).

The conditionl B5NI gives the delocalization bordereq
above which quantum excitation is close to the classical
~both for v0,1 andv0>1):

e0.eq5
1

n0
AD0v0

2

6.6DB

r0n0

rBv0
. ~3!
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For v0>1 this value is approximately by the factor (3/n0)1/2

below the delocalization border in the microwave field on
(B50), whereeq0'v0

7/6/A6.6n0. For v0!1 the border is
eq5(vL/6.6x1v)1/2/n0.

In order to check the above estimates@Eqs. ~2! and ~3!#
we analyzed the quantum dynamics following the wav
packet evolution in the eigenstate basis ate50. Initially only
one eigenstate is excited with eigenener
El0

'E0521/2n0
2 andn0560. In our computations we use

a total number of eigenstates up to 800 and the evolution
followed up to timet5200 microwave periods. The param
eters were varied in the intervals 0.05<v0<3,
0.002<e0<0.02 for vLn0

353 and 9.2. For this paramete
range, the number of photonsNI5n0/2v0 required for ion-
ization varies in the interval 10<NI<600. The probability
distribution f l over the eigenstates ate50 is shown in Figs.
1 and 2 as a function of the number of absorbed phot
Nf5(El2E0)/v. In order to suppress fluctuations th
probability was averaged over 10220 microwave periods.
For the comparison with classical results we also determi
the probabilityf N in each one-photon interval around integ
values of Nf . The classical distribution was obtained b

FIG. 1. Probability distribution as a function of photon numb
Nf . shown are the quantum distributionf l over the eigenbasis a
e50 ~full line!, the quantum probability in a one-photon intervalf N

~circles!, and the classical distribution in a one-photon interv
~dashed line!. The straight line shows the fit for the exponenti
decay.~a! n0560, v051, vLn0

353, e050.005,l BN53.6, l B53,
180<t<200, andDB /D050.49. ~b! n0560, v050.1, vLn0

353,
e050.005, l BN529.5, l B537.5, 180<t<200, and
DB /D050.062.
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56 3299BRIEF REPORTS
solution of Newton equations with up to 53103 classical
trajectories and was normalized to one-photon intervals.
tially the trajectories were distributed microcanonically
the energy surface at energyE0.

The typical results in the localized regime are presente
Fig. 1. Here the distribution reaches its stationary state w
a well-localized exponential profile. The least-squares
with f N;exp(22Nf /l BN) for Nf>0 allows one to deter-
mine the numerical value of the localization lengthl BN ,
which turns out to be in good agreement with the theoret
estimate@Eq. ~2!# and is strikingly enhanced compared to t
case of zero magnetic field. The plateau that appears in
1~b! for Nf.130 is related to the finite size of the basis a
to the fact that, according to Eq.~2!, the localization length is
nonhomogeneous on high levels@ l B;n0

11;(NI2Nf)211/2

for v0!1#.
In Fig. 2 the distributions in the delocalized case a

shown for v051 @Fig. 2~a!# and v050.1 @Fig. 2~b!#. The
delocalization borders in these cases,eq50.016 @Fig. 2~a!#
and eq50.014 @Fig. 2~b!#, are below the field peak valu
e050.02. The numerical results show good agreement
tween classical and quantum distributions in this regim
Even if ate050.02 the dynamics starts to be chaotic also
zero magnetic field, the excitation atvLn0

353 is much stron-
ger due to the chaotic enhancement of the electron’s inte
tion with the microwave field. For example, the increase
^(DNf)2& after 50 microwave periods is approximately 5

FIG. 2. Same as in Fig. 1, but in the delocalized regime, w
e050.02.eq'0.015, and 40<t<50. The classical~dashed line!
and quantum~circles! distributions in one-photon interval are clos
to each other.
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for the case of Fig. 2~a!, while atB50 it is only 6.
In order to check the theoretical predictions for the ph

tonic localization lengthl B we analyzed different probabil
ity distributions in the localized regime for 0.05<v0<3 at
vLn0

353 andvLn0
359.2. The comparison of the numerical

obtained lengthsl BN with the theoretical estimate~2! is pre-
sented in Fig. 3. Without any fitting parameter the theoreti
line demonstrates the fairly good agreement with numer
data. Indeed, the average value of the ra
R5^l BN /l B&50.8160.34, where the average is over a
values l B.1. The separate averaging over the cases w
v0>1 and v0,1 gives R150.9860.30 and
R250.7060.26, respectively.

In spite of the good agreement between theoretical pre
tions and numerical data we would like to stress that a dee
investigation of the problem is required. Especially unus
is the regimev0,1, which has not been studied up to no
from the viewpoint of dynamical localization. A number o
new questions appear in this regime. For example, forv0.1
a chain of one-photon transitions is clearly seen in the qu
tum localized distribution@Fig. 1~a!#, while for v0,1 the
structure is not visible even thoughvrB.1 @Fig. 1~b!#.

Another interesting question in this adiabatic regim
v0!1 is connected with the possibility of analyzing th
problem in the instantaneous time basis. In this basis
Hamiltonian takes the formH(t)5H0(t)1]S/]t, whereH0
is the Hamiltonian~1! at a given moment of time, while
]S/]t describes the transitions due to the field’s variati
with time @S is the action of the Hamiltonian~1! in which
time is considered as a parameter#. The term]S/]t can be
estimated as]S/]t;evsin(vt) 2pn3z;evn5 ~see also@9#!.
It describes the transitions between instant time levels of
Hamiltonian~1!, the amplitude of which can be estimated
Ve f f;evn5/An. The factorAn in the denominator appear

FIG. 3. Numerically computed localization lengthl BN versus
the theoretical estimatel B Eq. ~2! for vLn0

353, v0,1 ~full
circles!; vLn0

353, v0>1 ~full triangles!; vLn0
359.2, v0,1 ~open

circles!; and vLn0
359.2, v0>1 ~open triangles!. The error bars

obtained from least-squares fits of the localized distributions
also shown. The straight line corresponds tol BN5l B .
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due to the chaotic structure of eigenstates which leads
smearing of]S/]t over then states that contribute to th
eigenfunctions inside an atomic shell~we assumevL;1/n0

3).
Since the distance between levels isdE;1/rB;n0

24 it
seems that mixing between instant levels is possible onl
Ve f f.dE, giving e0v0n0

3/2.1. This adiabatic condition is
more restrictive than the standardl B.1 (e0n0

3/2.1). How-
ever, the numerical results~Fig. 3! confirm our estimate~2!.
For a possible explanation of this discrepancy one may ar
that the distance between coupled quasienergy level
dEv;v/n and then the conditionVe f f.dEv gives l B.1,
in agreement with the estimate~2!. Another possible reaso
e

a

if

ue
is

is that in the instant time basis the levels are moving w
time and can therefore intersect each other, givingdE50.

In conclusion, our numerical investigations confirm t
theoretical estimates for the photonic localization length~2!
for both v0>1 andv0,1. Due to the chaotic structure o
the eigenstates, the quantum delocalization border is stro
lowered compared to the case with a microwave field on
Since forv0!1 a much larger number of photons is requir
for ionization@NI5300 in Figs. 1~b! and 2~b!#, experimental
observation of localization and verification of theoretical p
dictions should be more easily feasible in laboratory exp
ments.
ev.
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